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Dear Reviewer, we realized that our reply to your initial comments on the break-point was partially mixed up with what we wrote to Reviewer #1. Please refer to the following text as the correct reply to your concerns about this subject. Best regards.

On the break issue, we reproduce here the text we used for replying to Rev. #1: Coming to the break-point issue, we believe the feature showing a change in the derived trends at about 1989 can not be related to the introduction of satellite data, which dates back to early ‘80s. A working hypothesis, also benefiting from long-term simulations of
colleagues dealing with climate dynamics in the ocean and atmosphere, could relate this feature to the Eastern Mediterranean Transient (EMT), which effects on the Adriatic sea have not yet been thoroughly investigated by the scientific community. Since this hypothesis needs of course more robust confirmations, we preferred to avoid speculations on this theme in the current version of the MS. Nevertheless, should the reviewers agree, these considerations could be included, after a short appropriate introduction to the problem, and including some extra references, e.g.


http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/271/5247/333
